
Airbus

PC standard crew (with automatics/A330)


Captain 


- AVV Rwy 18 LVO RTO

- Repo for V1 cut with damage Rwy 18

- div to MEL Rwy 16 CAT3A ILS, autoland failure light at around 100ft (in IMC)

- vector to LAVER with the hold from ATC (100 deg inbound course)

- VOR 34 from LAVER


FO


- MEL3 Radar SID with assigned heading 230 deg

- MEL 16 V1 cut with damage (careful - level off, clean up, ATC comms and the turn at 4DME all 
happening at the same time)

- Vector to TEMPL and enter the hold as published on the ILS 18 plate (only select ILS 18 without "vias")

- ILS 18 with a G/A at the minima

- RAVEC for VOR 18 via 11DME fix

- on vacating the RWY Tower reports fire from the engine; full evacuation


CPT/FO


- RWY 16 MEL CAT3A landing visual at 50ft


- ILS SYD 16R, chop the thrust at around 2000ft and recover from Alpha Floor

- same RWY, PRM approaches with break out maneuver (one climbing and one descending)


Training


- revision of flight control laws, steep turns and general handling in Normal and Alt Law followed by a 
visual app SYD 16R


RT standard crew (A330)


FO


- SYD holding point 16R

- Dep to CBR with the captain going incapacitated on climb out

- single pilot TCAS and NAV ADR3 fault

- SYD closed, div to CBR  for VOR17 (ILS35 U/S)

- run the QRH and comms with ISM/ATC/Pax


CPT/FO


LOS from CBR to MEL


- TCAS

- L Elev fault (ALT Law)

- Flap 2 landing in MEL




Airbus

CPT


- SYD holding point 16R

- Dep to CBR with the FO going incapacitated on climb out

- return to SYD 16R


CPT/FO


back to SYD for ILS 16R 


- established on the ILS in ALT Law and chopped the thrust; recover at "Stall, Stall, Stall" (Asiana SFO 
accident)

- several approaches with strong X-wind and low vis (plus either contaminated rwy and aquaplaning, 
Rev fault on landing or Anti skid fault)


Upper Airwork


- beamed up to high altitude for some maneuvering in ALT Law at Rec Max

- Air France scenario and looked at the stall and tried to get out of the it (turned the trim wheel all the 
way forward since the side stick inputs won't be enough)


